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ReferencesReferences

CGMP Regulations: CGMP Regulations: 
21 CFR parts 210 & 21121 CFR parts 210 & 211

FDA FDA DRAFT GUIDANCEDRAFT GUIDANCE::
GUIDANCE FOR INDUSTRY: Investigating Out GUIDANCE FOR INDUSTRY: Investigating Out 
of Specification (OOS) Test Results for of Specification (OOS) Test Results for 
Pharmaceutical ProductionPharmaceutical Production
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ReferencesReferences

ICH Q6A ICH Q6A “Specifications: Test Procedures and “Specifications: Test Procedures and 
Acceptance Criteria for New Drug Substances Acceptance Criteria for New Drug Substances 
and New Drug Products: Chemical and New Drug Products: Chemical 
Substances”Substances”

ICH Q6BICH Q6B: “Specifications: Test Procedures : “Specifications: Test Procedures 
and Acceptance Criteria for and Acceptance Criteria for 
Biotechnological/Biological Products”Biotechnological/Biological Products”
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ICH Definitions ICH Definitions -- SpecificationSpecification
Q6A: “A specification is defined as a list of tests, Q6A: “A specification is defined as a list of tests, 
references to analytical procedures and appropriate references to analytical procedures and appropriate 
acceptance criteria, which are numerical limits, ranges, acceptance criteria, which are numerical limits, ranges, 
or other criteria for the tests described.  It establishes or other criteria for the tests described.  It establishes 
the set of criteria to which a drug substance or drug the set of criteria to which a drug substance or drug 
product should conform to be considered acceptable for product should conform to be considered acceptable for 
its intended use…. Specifications are critical quality its intended use…. Specifications are critical quality 
standards that are proposed and justified by the standards that are proposed and justified by the 
manufacturer and approved by regulatory authorities as manufacturer and approved by regulatory authorities as 
conditions of approval.”  “Specifications… should focus conditions of approval.”  “Specifications… should focus 
on those characteristics found to be useful in ensuring on those characteristics found to be useful in ensuring 
the safety and efficacy of the drug substance and drug the safety and efficacy of the drug substance and drug 
product.”product.”
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ICH Definitions ICH Definitions -- SpecificationSpecification

Q6B: “A specification is defined as a list of tests, Q6B: “A specification is defined as a list of tests, 
references to analytical procedures and appropriate references to analytical procedures and appropriate 
acceptance criteria, which are numerical limits, ranges, acceptance criteria, which are numerical limits, ranges, 
or other criteria for the tests described.  It establishes or other criteria for the tests described.  It establishes 
the set of criteria to which a drug substance, drug the set of criteria to which a drug substance, drug 
product product or materials at other stages of its manufactureor materials at other stages of its manufacture
should conform to be considered acceptable for its should conform to be considered acceptable for its 
intended use…. Specifications are critical quality intended use…. Specifications are critical quality 
standards that are proposed and justified by the standards that are proposed and justified by the 
manufacturer and approved by regulatory authorities as manufacturer and approved by regulatory authorities as 
conditions of approval.”  “Specifications… should focus conditions of approval.”  “Specifications… should focus 
on thoseon those molecular and biologicalmolecular and biological characteristics found characteristics found 
to be useful in ensuring the safety and efficacy of the to be useful in ensuring the safety and efficacy of the 
product.”product.”
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Voice of the CustomerVoice of the Customer

Any specification should start with the Any specification should start with the 
customer requirements.customer requirements.

The “voice of the customer” will help to The “voice of the customer” will help to 
determine which attributes are important determine which attributes are important 
and should have specifications.and should have specifications.
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Release SpecificationsRelease Specifications
The concept of different acceptance criteria for release vs. shelf-life 
specifications applies to drug products only;

it pertains to the establishment of more restrictive criteria for the 
release of a drug product than are applied to the shelf-life. 
Examples where this may be applicable include assay and impurity
(degradation product) levels. 
It may also be applied to potency or degradation products for biotech 
products, though not explicitly required.

A company may choose to have tighter in-house limits at the time of 
release to provide increased assurance that the product will remain 
within the regulatory acceptance criterion throughout its shelf-life. 

In the European Union there is a regulatory requirement for distinct 
specifications for release and for shelf-life where different. 
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Stability SpecificationsStability Specifications
ICH guideline Q1D and Q1E outline the protocols for stability ICH guideline Q1D and Q1E outline the protocols for stability 
testing.testing.

The guideline recommends that a statistical test for batch poolaThe guideline recommends that a statistical test for batch poolability bility 
be performed using a level of significance of 0.25.be performed using a level of significance of 0.25.

An appropriate approach to retest period or shelf life estimatioAn appropriate approach to retest period or shelf life estimation is to n is to 
analyze a quantitative attribute by determining the earliest timanalyze a quantitative attribute by determining the earliest time at e at 
which the 95% confidence limit for the mean intersects the which the 95% confidence limit for the mean intersects the 
proposed acceptance criteria (ICH Q1E).proposed acceptance criteria (ICH Q1E).

Extrapolation can be up to twice, but should not be more than 12Extrapolation can be up to twice, but should not be more than 12
months beyond the period covered by the data.months beyond the period covered by the data.
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Process Dependent SpecificationsProcess Dependent Specifications

Parametric release.Parametric release.

Based on indirect evidence of product quality: Based on indirect evidence of product quality: 

Diagnostic method works if reagent component has a purity of Diagnostic method works if reagent component has a purity of 
at least X%.at least X%.

Using process capability within intervals supported by Using process capability within intervals supported by 
clinical trials:clinical trials:

Specifications can be set such that the probability of getting Specifications can be set such that the probability of getting 
an OOS result is low when the process is in control.an OOS result is low when the process is in control.
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Confidence IntervalsConfidence Intervals
Confidence intervals for the population mean Confidence intervals for the population mean 
((µµ) has the form:) has the form:

Sample Average Sample Average ±± margin of errormargin of error

Margin of error depends on:Margin of error depends on:
Level of confidenceLevel of confidence
Standard error of the sample average Standard error of the sample average 
(Standard error of sample average = (Standard error of sample average = σσ//√√n)n)
If we know If we know σσ, then we can use Normal Dist, then we can use Normal Dist
If we do not know If we do not know σσ, then use s/, then use s/√√n for n for 
standard error and use the tstandard error and use the t--distribution with distribution with 
nn--1 d.f.1 d.f.
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Confidence IntervalsConfidence Intervals

Confidence Intervals are Interval Estimates Confidence Intervals are Interval Estimates 
for population parameters.for population parameters.

Example for Confidence interval for the Example for Confidence interval for the 
population mean (population mean (µµ).).

Confidence intervals are Confidence intervals are not not statements about statements about 
individual values or the population of individual values or the population of 
individual valuesindividual values

The resulting confidence interval is an interval The resulting confidence interval is an interval 
““guessguess”” for the value of the population meanfor the value of the population mean
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Tolerance IntervalsTolerance Intervals
Tolerance Intervals apply to the population of Tolerance Intervals apply to the population of 
individual valuesindividual values

Tolerance Intervals:Tolerance Intervals:
Level of confidence Level of confidence 
Percentage of population coveragePercentage of population coverage
Often of the form:Often of the form:

Sample average Sample average ±± margin margin 
Margin here based on percent of population Margin here based on percent of population 
coverage, level of confidence, population variabilitycoverage, level of confidence, population variability
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Tolerance IntervalsTolerance Intervals
Can use tolerance intervals to show process Can use tolerance intervals to show process 
capability supports specificationscapability supports specifications

Before calculating tolerance intervals check to Before calculating tolerance intervals check to 
make sure process is in control (no trends make sure process is in control (no trends 
apparent)apparent)

If using assay results as product measures If using assay results as product measures 
then assay results are more precise when then assay results are more precise when 
reportable result is an average of replicatesreportable result is an average of replicates
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Tolerance IntervalsTolerance Intervals

Tolerance intervals should incorporate all Tolerance intervals should incorporate all 
possible sources of variability in the possible sources of variability in the 
reportable values:reportable values:

Lot to lot variationLot to lot variation
Assay variability:Assay variability:

Analyst to analystAnalyst to analyst
Day to dayDay to day
Reagent lot to reagent lotReagent lot to reagent lot

Either by experimental design or by use of Either by experimental design or by use of 
historical datahistorical data
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Tolerance LimitsTolerance Limits
Procedure to calculate parametric (based on Procedure to calculate parametric (based on 
normal distribution) twonormal distribution) two--sided tolerance limits, sided tolerance limits, 
continued:continued:

Determine the percent of population coverageDetermine the percent of population coverage
Use a tolerance interval table, enter with sample Use a tolerance interval table, enter with sample 
size (degrees of freedom = n size (degrees of freedom = n --1), confidence 1), confidence 
level and percent coverage to find k level and percent coverage to find k [1][1]

Tolerance Interval:Tolerance Interval:

[1] Table A.10a from (1991) Hahn, G.J., Meeker, W.Q. [1] Table A.10a from (1991) Hahn, G.J., Meeker, W.Q. STATISTICAL INTERVALS: A Guide for STATISTICAL INTERVALS: A Guide for 
PractitionersPractitioners, John Wiley & Sons.  This is one possible source., John Wiley & Sons.  This is one possible source.

S) k   X S, k - X( ×+×
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Tolerance IntervalsTolerance Intervals
The multiplier k is dependent on:The multiplier k is dependent on:

Level of confidence Level of confidence 
Confidence decreases, then k is smallerConfidence decreases, then k is smaller

Percent of population coveragePercent of population coverage
If percent of population coverage is lower, If percent of population coverage is lower, 
then k is smallerthen k is smaller

Sample size, nSample size, n
As sample size increases, then k gets smaller As sample size increases, then k gets smaller 
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Process CapabilityProcess Capability
Estimate the process standard deviation from Estimate the process standard deviation from 
the variation within the subgroups from a the variation within the subgroups from a 
control chart.control chart.

This estimate of within subgroup variation This estimate of within subgroup variation 
represents the inherent variation of the process represents the inherent variation of the process 
due to common cause.due to common cause.

R
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CCpp

The idea is that the range of a normally The idea is that the range of a normally 
distributed random variable is roughly 6distributed random variable is roughly 6σσ

If the process is in control and the distribution is If the process is in control and the distribution is 
well within the specification limits then the well within the specification limits then the 
difference between the Upper specification (U) difference between the Upper specification (U) 
and Lower specification (L) should be larger than and Lower specification (L) should be larger than 
66σσ
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CCpkpk

For lower (or upper) specifications and to assess For lower (or upper) specifications and to assess 
the current performance of the process:the current performance of the process:
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CCpkpk

CCpkpk greater than 1 shows the process is probably greater than 1 shows the process is probably 
centered and usually able to meet specificationscentered and usually able to meet specifications
CCpkpk less than 1 indicates either the mean is not less than 1 indicates either the mean is not 
centered between the specifications or there is centered between the specifications or there is 
problem with variabilityproblem with variability
CCpkpk is meant to be used with processes that are in is meant to be used with processes that are in 
control control –– gives us a measure of whether the ingives us a measure of whether the in--
control process is capable of meeting specificationscontrol process is capable of meeting specifications
CCpkpk is not an appropriate measure if there are trends, is not an appropriate measure if there are trends, 
runs, outruns, out--ofof--control observations or if the process is control observations or if the process is 
too variabletoo variable
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PPpp

If the process is in control and the distribution If the process is in control and the distribution 
is well within the specification limits then the is well within the specification limits then the 
difference between the Upper specification (U) difference between the Upper specification (U) 
and Lower specification (L) should be larger and Lower specification (L) should be larger 
than 6than 6σσ
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PPpkpk
For lower (or upper) specifications and to For lower (or upper) specifications and to 
assess the current performance of the assess the current performance of the 
process:process:
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Validation SpecificationsValidation Specifications

Usually based on analysis of development Usually based on analysis of development 
runs.runs.

Should include all sources of variations Should include all sources of variations 
(days, runs, instruments, operators, etc.)(days, runs, instruments, operators, etc.)

Failed runs provide information.Failed runs provide information.
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Validation SpecificationsValidation Specifications

Spec limits should tighten over timeSpec limits should tighten over time
IQ > OQ > PQ > Stability > ReleaseIQ > OQ > PQ > Stability > Release

Using either confidence intervals or Using either confidence intervals or 
tolerance intervals, specifications can be tolerance intervals, specifications can be 
set based on the sample size.set based on the sample size.

Normal QC testing will have smaller sample Normal QC testing will have smaller sample 
sizes compared with validation testingsizes compared with validation testing
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Case StudyCase Study

The customer identified that moisture The customer identified that moisture 
content is the most critical factor.content is the most critical factor.

From development we know that process From development we know that process 
temperature and process yield correlate temperature and process yield correlate 
with low moisture content.with low moisture content.
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Development DataDevelopment Data
BatchBatch TempTemp YieldYield MoistureMoisture
11 5151 7474 4.94.9
22 5353 7979 4.54.5
33 5555 7878 4.24.2
44 4747 7575 4.94.9
55 4848 8282 4.34.3
66 4949 8484 4.34.3
77 5151 8888 4.44.4
88 4242 8484 5.05.0
99 5959 9191 3.93.9
1010 5151 8282 4.84.8
1111 6363 9393 3.83.8
1212 5757 8585 4.14.1
1313 5555 7979 5.05.0
1414 5454 8181 4.84.8
1515 4545 7272 4.64.6
1616 4949 8585 4.84.8
1717 5050 8686 4.74.7
1818 5252 9494 3.83.8
1919 4848 8282 4.74.7
2020 5151 7777 4.44.4
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Summary StatisticsSummary Statistics
StatisticStatistic TemperatureTemperature YieldYield MoistureMoisture

MeanMean 5252 8383 4.54.5
Std DevStd Dev 4.844.84 6.036.03 0.390.39

Lower 95% CILower 95% CI 4545 7575
Upper 95% CIUpper 95% CI 5858 5.05.0
Lower 99% TI Lower 99% TI 

with 99% with 99% 
CoverageCoverage

3030 6060

Upper 99% TI Upper 99% TI 
with 99% with 99% 
CoverageCoverage

7373 5.95.9
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SpecificationsSpecifications

Based on the Based on the 
development runs, we development runs, we 
can get a mean and can get a mean and 
standard deviation.standard deviation.

If we run 6 runs for If we run 6 runs for 
validation, the validation, the 
following would be following would be 
our acceptance our acceptance 
criteria.criteria.

TempTemp YieldYield MoistureMoisture

Mean of Mean of 
6 runs6 runs

4545--5858 >75>75 <5<5

No No 
individual individual 

valuevalue

3030--7373 >60>60 <5.9<5.9
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ConclusionsConclusions

Specifications are the combination of customer Specifications are the combination of customer 
requirements, historical data and risk tolerance.requirements, historical data and risk tolerance.

As more information is gathered, specifications As more information is gathered, specifications 
should be tightened.should be tightened.

Sample size can be calculated that gives a high Sample size can be calculated that gives a high 
probability of meeting the specification.probability of meeting the specification.
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